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Shifting Roles in Classroom Tutoring:
Cultivating the Art of Boundary Crossing1
Mary Soliday
With the explosive growth of writing across the curriculum programs,
many institutions are investing in classroom tutoring programs, often called

curriculum-based programs to distinguish them from tutoring based in a
campus writing center. Curriculum-based tutoring includes attaching tutors
to students in courses across the disciplines; assigning tutors to teach adjunct

writing workshops; or, in the case of the project I will describe, assigning
writing center tutors to work directly with instructors in composition
courses.2

In our project, we assigned tutors from the campus Writing Center to

sections of a two-semester experimental course, College Writing I and II.
Although these tutors were attached to a section, the majority were also
working other hours at the Writing Center so that they were in the unusual
position of working from two institutional places at the same time. As a result
of this double employment, students, teachers, and tutors alike had trouble
"placing" the tutor within a classroom's hierarchy and defining the tutor's
role. During the first semester, we actively discouraged a co-teaching role as
contrary to a tutor's traditional purpose (and potentially exploitative) . What

we found, however, was that the tutors who fulfilled traditional writing
center roles were not able to sustain relationships with students. The tutors

who thought they had helped students the most tended to shift between
teacherly and tutorly roles. Successful tutors were outsiders as well as insiders

within classroom life, and by virtue of this hybrid position, they worked as
traditional tutors while occasionally assuming teacherly aspects.
In blurring the traditional tutoring role that we associate with "the idea
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of a writing center," the classroom- tutoring project also blurs institutional
boundaries that mark off different philosophies and practices. The kind of

role shifting and the confusion over roles that I saw in our project thus
challenges traditional roles and the institutional allegiances that they reflect.
This in turn raises political questions about the idea of a writing center as that
rests upon the difference between a teacher's and a tutor's public role, their
purposes and authority within an institution. If we view those roles from a
dualistic perspective, then the expansion in roles I describe undermines the

idea of a writing center and puts the traditional powers we associate with
tutoring at risk.

Without minimizing these risks, I will argue for a less dualistic view
which holds that hybrid roles - and "ideas" of writing centers - are possible
and desirable. If tutors shift between roles successfully, a project like this
enhances the broader purposes of urban writing centers like mine which need
to reach out to open admissions students for more than the life of a single

writing course. By associating tutoring with the regular daily life of the
curriculum, classroom projects also have the potential to help us practice the
art of translating different philosophies, practices, and expectations across
institutional boundaries.

Setting the Institutional Context
T utorial programs and writing centers play a vital role in open admissions institutions, where they often serve to increase retention for students
who bring a rich variety of language and cultural difference to campus. The
City College of New York is multicultural: Half the students speak another
language besides English and 80 different countries of origin are represented

by a student body which is a quarter Latino and over a third Black (e.g.,
African-American, African, Caribbean). Traditionally, the primary users of
our Center and those at similar institutions are students who have failed

writing assessment tests and consequently are placed into a variety of
remedial writing and/or developmental ESL courses. More recently, however, City College has expanded the Writing Center's role by connecting it
to writing within the disciplines, hoping to serve students as they move up
as well as across the curriculum.
Supported by the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Educa-

tion (FIPSE), the Enrichment Project which I co-direct mainstreams remedial and freshman students into a year-long course for the same amount of

college credit regardless of their scores on placement exams. By attaching
tutors to these writing courses, we wanted to involve teachers with the writing

center and to provide additional peer support for remedial students. Most
importantly, we wanted to encourage all students to see the writing center as
a natural part of the curriculum so that they would use the writing center for
their core curriculum courses. In this way, the classroom tutoring acts as a
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"gateway" to the writing center, popularizing its primary mission rather than
replacing it.
The twenty-six teachers who participated in the first two years varied
widely in their rank and teaching experience as well as in their knowledge of

writing centers and peer tutoring programs. The tutors, the majority of
whom were undergraduates with majors from across the disciplines, did not
receive any special training for classroom tutoring beyond meetings with the

project staff. Some were relatively inexperienced while others had been
tutoring at the writing center for several semesters; all had either completed
a course in peer tutoring or were in the process of taking such a course. The
teachers met with the project directors in faculty workshops, and we met with
tutors at the writing center for special meetings or individually; during the
second year, we invited tutors to participate in two workshops.
Writing center staff, the pilot project staff, and consultants interviewed
teachers and tutors at different times during the first two years, and students

answered questions about the tutoring component on surveys given in the
writing classes. We took notes at some faculty and tutor meetings and
audiotaped others, and tutors completed a survey during the second semester
of the first year. I also gained insight into the dynamics of role shifting from
discussions with the Assistant Director of the Writing Center, Kim Jackson,
and the research that teachers and tutors conducted themselves (Jackson et

al.; Quinn and Hopkins).

Outsiders and Insiders: What Didn't Work and Why
In the first semester of the project, some teachers and tutors jointly
defined the tutor's role, while a few teachers decided without consulting the
tutor what role the tutor would play; in one case, a tutor made the decision
in the form of a typed memo to the teacher describing what he would be doing
in her class. From these negotiations, two kinds of roles emerged: The tutor
worked only at the Writing Center, what I'll call the "outsider" relationship,
or the tutor worked directly with students within the classroom, the "insider"
relationship.

Here is how the outsider tutors said they spent their time that first
semester:

• Read sets of ungraded journals or a set of papers

• Conducted tutorials at the Writing Center, either on a volunt
or with students required to go there by the teacher
• Met with the teacher

• Tutor or teacher announced writing center hours to the cl

Outsider tutors were the most discouraged of all the tutors
viewed because they said they weren't doing enough "real tuto
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resisted reading papers for teachers because this required a teacherly role they
weren't prepared to assume - this is a boundary that even the most "teacherly"

of tutors never crosses in our project. Above all, these tutors expressed the
most concern about their lack of contact with students outside the classroom.
Whether their teachers assigned the tutor a group of the weakest students or

whether the tutor announced his or her hours at the writing center for
voluntary appointments, both students and tutors reported that meetings
were either difficult to schedule or that one party missed an appointment.
There were two groups of tutors who spent a significant amount of time
in the classroom. Here is how the first group, the insiders, said they spent
their time:

•
•
•
•

Attended class regularly, either once or twice a week
Participated in some small groups during class time
Participated in large group discussions during class time
Conducted tutorials at the Writing Center, either on a voluntary basis
or with students required to go there by the teacher
• Met occasionally or regularly with teacher
• Teacher or tutor announced hours at the writing center to the class

These tutors were generally more positive about their work, and several
said they enjoyed watching classes because they gained insight from observ-

ing teachers interact with their students, which could then inform their
understanding of assignments and teachers' comments. Nevertheless, many
tutors in this group also thought that their own role in the class was nebulous,
and they tended to say that they were unsure about what they were supposed
to do in the small groups. One tutor who had a variety of tutoring experiences

described how she thought a tutor could lack a particular identity in the
classroom, which hindered her from establishing solid relationships with
students. During class time, she "would sit there sometimes and I'd feel like,
okay, it's all well and good that I'm here, but what's my function?" Feeling
like "a dead weight" who was "sitting in the class and warming a chair," this
tutor concluded that, while "I don't know what [the students] really think,"

a tutor who doesn't participate in class "just doesn't create a good image in
the minds of the students - okay, [they might think], 'she's a tutor, [but]
she's just sitting there.'"
Thus, although they spent more time in class, like the outsider tutors this
group apparently didn't "create a good image in the minds of the students,"
so that regardless of whether appointments with students were required or
voluntary, their students tended to miss appointments at the writing center.

Since these tutors "knew what the professor wanted and understood the
assignment," they felt that their tutoring could be particularly effective. But

on the whole, these tutors tended to "feel like a dead weight" in class, and
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like the outsiders, they felt that they lacked a "function" in the students' eyes

and thus in the program as a whole.
Both the outsiders and the insiders experienced considerable frustration

in their relationships with teachers as they struggled to establish distinct
boundaries among classroom roles. Several tutors said that teachers didn't
know what to do with them or "didn't know what my role is." While a few
noted that the teachers seemed to expect them to take the lead in defining
their role in the classroom, others thought that their teachers exerted too
much control over the role of tutoring. For their part, several teachers said
that figuring out what to do with the tutor was time-consuming; though they
regarded tutors as a primary resource for students, they didn't know "what
the tutor is supposed to do during class." Others said that having to "police"
the tutor/student relationship should not be part of their role as teachers.
The presence of tutors in classes also altered teachers' sense of autonomy.
For instance, there were a few cases when teachers hesitated to invite tutors
to work directly with them in the classroom because they found it difficult
to share their authority with another person. The teachers I interviewed were
reluctant to discuss conflicts with tutors in detail, but two said directly that

they were anxious about having a tutor in the classroom who saw their flaws

as teachers and might "side with the students" against them. Another
described her feelings about the privacy of her classroom, where the tutor's
presence seems somewhat invasive. A teacher's reluctance to share authority
in even a few cases raises the issue of whether to assign tutors to all teachers

or to make the assignment voluntary, an issue we are still debating. In all
cases, this resistance underscores the difficulty of defining the tutor's role
within the classroom, where, unlike the writing center, the tutor has to work
directly for, with, or, in some rare cases, even against a teacher.

As I considered these role confusions, I gradually began to wonder
whether the widespread phenomenon of "reliability" - expressed by students, tutors, and teachers - and the related issue of resistance, also expressed

by all the participants, pointed to deeper institutional issues, as opposed to

an individual problem. The friction between participants could reflect the
fact that tutors in this project inhabited two institutional places at the same
time. As a result of this doubleness in roles, students, teachers, and tutors
alike had trouble distinguishing the tutor's role and hence his or her authority
in classrooms.

When we began in August, we had thought about tutors' roles exclusively
in terms of their relationship to students; we assumed that we had brought
tutors closer to students by assigning them directly to classes. But we realized
that because tutors' contact with students in the classroom is complicated by
the teacher's physical and symbolic presence, the traditional role couldn't be
sustained in this context. Moreover, tutors couldn't alter their roles in this

new institutional context without collaborating with the teacher. That
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meant that teachers themselves had to alter their roles to a certain extent
because if teachers complicate the tutor's traditional role, tutors do the same
for teachers, who usually work autonomously in the privacy of their classrooms.

Thus, by February of the first year, we saw that the outsi

didn't work because it doesn't account for the tutor's coll

teachers (and that of teachers with tutors). We were war
model, and at one point we even discussed the possibility
classroom tutoring altogether. The presence of a few succ

tions and the tutors' insistence that we could improve the pr
caused us to reflect on how we could revise the flawed insider model. We

began by asking teachers to adopt an "insider" model rather than allowing
each teacher/ tutor pair to negotiate the tutor's time independently. Over the

spring semester and following year, we were able then to identify common

patterns among successful collaborations.

Insiders/Outsiders: What Did Work and Why
Unlike the other two groups of tutors, those insiders who found the
experience unusually rewarding stayed with their teachers for both semesters,

and several returned the next year to tutor for different teachers. In the
second year, these successful tutors tended to withdraw from the classes after
the first semester and work exclusively at the writing center, where they met

regularly with students. In this way they were outsiders and insiders at the

same time.

In describing the pleasures of classroom tutoring, this group also
identified some of the traditional pleasures we usually associate with "the idea

of a writing center":
• "You feel like you're helping them with a process instead of just giving
them a quick fix."

• "We know what is expected of them in the classroom because we are
working with the professor."

• "It's more personal because it's part of a classroom."
• "The advantage in having the tutor with the classroom is the trust that

develops."
• "The [students from the class] that came to the writing center wanted
to work."
• "I feel more of a responsibility towards the students."

• "You build a really special bond with them."
• "I could give them more input .... because I've seen them over the
course of the semester."

• "The fact that the tutor belongs to the class makes the class and the
tutoring feel special."
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These tutors thought that classroom tutoring helped them to achieve
their purposes as tutors partly because it reduced some of the conflicts they

experienced as writing center tutors. They felt more powerful in their
classroom-based tutorials because they didn't have to struggle as often with
students who wanted "a quick fix," didn't "want to work," or forgot to bring
their assignments. They were more confident of their "input" because they
knew the students' writing/language history, the professor's expectations,
and the assignment more intimately - a plus especially if the professor didn't
give written instructions for assignments. Sessions were less impersonal and
the tutors felt a deeper "trust" and "responsibility" with students whom they

knew outside of a tutorial. For this group, the classroom context worked
reciprocally to heighten their authority as trusted readers at the writing
center.

Although tutors who work regularly with students at some w

centers probably already experience this continuity, they still cannot

the social interaction in classrooms affects students' writing. For exam
one tutor said that by being involved in the daily life of the classroo

could identify a social dynamic between professors and student

showed her that freshman students were learning "to adjust to the pro

and to the demands of the institution as much as they were learning to
In other words, from her double position as an outsider/insider, this t

from a distance how classroom relationships mediate students' writin
learning.

Successful tutors from both years were those who formed significant
relationships with individual students and teachers throughout the year and
experienced satisfaction with their work. This group did not report missing
appointments, and they tended to say that if they could not fit an individual
student into their schedules, they successfully arranged for these students to
meet other tutors at the writing center. Here is how this group spent their

time:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Conferences with students during writing workshops
"Takes students out" during class for short conferences
Discusses assignments with teacher during office hours
Circulates during class and works with small groups
Leads mini-workshops during class
Teaches one or two classes over the course of the year

• Tutor announces his/her hours at the writing center to the class
• Conferences with students at the writing center
• By the second semester, tutor works independently at the writing
center

Unlike the other two groups, this second group of insiders ten
describe what they did in specific, active terms - they circulated
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small groups, pulled students out for conferences, led mini-workshops, and
occasionally taught a class. As one result of taking definite, varied roles in the
classroom, tutors felt that they were substantial and authoritative members
of their classes.

For some tutors, this meant collaborating directly with teachers on
several aspects of the class. One tutor who developed an especially close
relationship with students and with his teacher reflected,
I'm learning a lot of different things, because I'm able to do so many
different things, instead of being confined to just . . . reading papers.
. . . I'm able to give a lot of input into the class. So the more input
I'm . . . allowed to give, the more experience I have working with the

class. And you know, [my] input combined with [the teacher's]
turns out to be something good.
T utors who plan to become teachers and college professors sometimes
gravitate towards this writing assistant role in the classroom, and several
prospective teachers reported the exhilaration they experienced when professors allowed them to teach part of or a whole class. For example, one tutor
reported that beyond the pleasure of actually teaching a class, he felt a bond
with the teacher, who trusted him enough to ask him to help her out when
she was ill and "take over for a day." The teacherly aspect, however, is not
a fixed role, and tutors inhabited it flexibly. For instance, others whom Kim
Jackson calls "reticent" tutors, those who dislike speaking in front of large

groups and don't wish or plan to become teachers, expanded their roles in
other ways, usually by circulating during workshops, pulling students out of
class for conferences, and discussing assignments and other future plans with
teachers outside of class.

There was, then, a continuum of sorts for tutors that often depended
upon the tutor's and teacher's particular circumstances. One professor who
routinely asked the tutor to lead mini-workshops in class while he conferenced
individually with students said his relationship to the tutor constituted a "role
reversal" because she was teaching and he was tutoring. While neither he nor
we advocate that tutors teach classes, the dynamic of this relationship - an

experienced professor and a graduate student tutor who wanted some
teaching experience; a night class for adult workers who can't attend a writing
center - was suitable for the role that evolved. In this particular instance of
"role reversal," the instructor emphasized that his tutor led mini-workshops

from a textbook and was not asked to prepare for or design lessons. But by
allowing his tutor to conduct small group workshops for a portion of class

time, the teacher himself was able to conference with students and thus

suggest to students that one-on-one learning isn't just the tutor's province.
Both this professor and the tutor believed that this "role reversal," visible in
the class to all the students, helped to create the healthy relationship that the

tutor enjoyed with the students over two semesters (Quinn and Hopkins).
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In all cases, however, the tutor's role - and perhaps the teacher's to a
certain extent - shifted because in order to establish the tutor's authority,
teachers couldn't merely say "here is the tutor, make an appointment at the
writing center." Instead, tutors and teachers had to contextualize tutors' roles
for the students in the class. Here are some of the ways tutors and teachers
collaborated in defining the tutor's classroom role:
• The tutor introduced herself to the class.

• The tutor was named on the syllabus or course description.
• The tutor was active during class.

• The tutor decided with the teacher what her role would be.

• Conferencing occurred during class.
• Teachers took the class to the writing center for an introduction or to

use the computer lab.
• One teacher asked the students to keep session reports.
• During class discussion teachers asked tutors for their opinions,
especially when discussing assignments.
A classroom tutor is a decontextualized member of the class because
students don't bring a ready-made role for tutors to their writing courses and

may not even distinguish between a tutor and other students in the class.
When students come to the writing center they also lack a predefined role for

tutors, or they have a role in mind that doesn't fit with the writing center's
mission. We eliminate some, though not all, of this role confusion through

the writing center's institutional apparatus (e.g., through brochures, a
physical space that privileges individual talk, official appointments, an office
staff, session reports, student surveys). When teachers name the tutors on

syllabi, refer to them during discussion, and highlight the importance of
conferencing, they are providing an institutional backdrop for tutors that
defines their roles as trusted readers within the curriculum. Without some

backdrop, tutors could be dominated by their teachers, even by those who
wanted their tutors to be central to their classrooms; thus, some alteration in
the traditional tutor's role had to occur in order for tutors to work successfully
with students.

Theoretical Implications: Exploring the Limits of Institu-

tional Dualism

The need for teachers and tutors to contextualize a tutor's authority
further suggests that we confused institutional roles and the philosophies and

practices those roles embody. For this reason, Dave Healy argues in defense
of classroom/writing center dualism and against classroom tutoring because
such projects create an institutional conflict for tutors who are uncertain as
to whom they owe allegiance. "[B]y having two hats to wear," the tutors in
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the project Healy describes "experienced heightened role conflict":
Who are they - extensions of the instructor with a responsibility to

espouse her/his party line, or employees of the Center with an
obligation to its philosophy and practices? Are they advocates of the
curriculum and the instructor, or advocates for their fellow students?

(23)
The range of questions we heard throughout the project, from how
tutors should spend their time to where they should actually tutor, reflect this

broader institutional confusion that Healy describes. In turn, my emphasis
upon the successful tutor's teacherly authority raises interesting questions
about the institutional politics that the shift in roles reflects. When we shifted
tutors into classrooms, we were also blurring basic lines, and thus allegiances,

between institutional philosophies and practices. Indeed, since the writing
courses mainstreamed remedial writers, they also shifted the normal lines
between remedial and college writers. In deliberately confusing several fixed
institutional categories, we confronted a range of political conflicts that
comes with crisscrossing boundaries.
One direct political consequence of this role shifting is that the tutors
altered their role as that has been defined within the framework of "the idea
of a writing center." For this reason, Harvey Kail and John Trimbur also
defend the writing center/classroom dualism because curriculum-based
tutoring changes the nature of the tutor's role as that role reflects the specific
institutional difference of the writing center. From their perspective, tutors
could assimilate into classroom culture to such an extent that the traditional

idea of the writing center disappears; in other words, the traditional differ-

ence that the tutor represents - and her challenge to regular classroom
teaching - is absorbed (or overpowered) by the curriculum.
I can't resolve the issue of conflicting allegiances definitively, but by way
of a conclusion I want to question the limits of using the classroom/writing

center or teacher/tutor dualism to think about what happens when tutors
cross institutional lines. When Kail and Trimbur argue for a dualism, they
suggest that classrooms and writing centers represent opposing institutional
cultures where newcomers are forced to make choices about how they will
assimilate. A stranger can assimilate to a new place by shedding old values,
identifying wholly with the "other," but this is only one possibility. Another

might be to resist identification with the new culture, thus experiencing
continuous conflict, or, more daringly, revolutionizing the dynamics of that
culture. A third way could be to assimilate critically, holding differences in

tension so that a dialogue between individuals from different cultures can
occur. That is a hybrid role, one which reflects aspects of both the outsider

and insider positions.
I think the successful tutors in our project assimilated critically into
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classrooms, taking on more teacherly kinds of authority without losing sight

of a tutor's special purpose. When they described the advantages of their
work, they emphasized the traditional values associated with tutoring tutoring a process rather than giving a quick fix, or establishing trusting
relationships with students. The teacherly role was not a fixed place for tutors

to inhabit, and as I've suggested, different tutors - depending upon their
experience, future goals, relationships with teachers, the dynamics of the
classroom - recontextualized their authority in classrooms in a range of ways
which altered without eliminating the tutor's traditional role as that has been
described most definitively (e.g., North; Harris). They were successful, then,
because they assimilated into classroom culture without losing a sense of their
difference: They were outsiders and insiders at the same time.
Rather than view the tutors' role shifting as a uni-directional movement
from the tutorly to the teacherly, I see it as a bi-directional flow which enabled
tutors to take on different aspects as teachers do when, for example, they

become more tutorly by conferencing with students in their offices. A
dualism suggests that roles are singular and that the poles between institu-

tional practices are fixed. Recent research on collaborative learning styles
reveals, however, that the "idea" of a singular model for collaboration doesn't

exist because in practice tutors shift between roles and assume multiple
positions in tutorials; tutorials are dynamic because they constitute a struggle

over maintaining, and relinquishing, authority (Hemmeter, "Live and On
Stage"). Collaborative learning isn't a monolithic concept because, rather
than practicing "a" collaboration, successful tutors develop diverse collaborations (Clark, "Collaboration"; Gillam; Johnstone; Severino). Similarly,
just as there is no one collaborative ideal, neither is there a pure "idea" of the
writing center or a writing center culture that avoids all contamination from
the mainstream culture. From this perspective, the teacher/ tutor roles could

be viewed as a dialectical, not a dualistic, relationship (Raines).
The emphasis upon diverse collaborations entails a richer view of the
potential for writing centers in blurring boundaries and collaborating with
classroom teachers. In saying this I am not denying that classroom programs
spark conflicts because two institutional cultures are mixing together, and

when that happens, a hybrid role - and perhaps eventually an identity could result. Hybridization is a threatening process because it challenges the
political and philosophical purity of cultures and of the "ideas" that cultures
have of themselves. Just as crossing cultures puts an immigrant's identity into
some jeopardy, so too crossing boundaries within institutions pluralizes "an
idea" of a department, a writing program, a tutorial center, or a discipline.
Over the years we've debated the writing center's institutional role as that
has been defined in terms of its difference from mainstream institutional

cultures (e.g., Hemmeter, "'Smack of Difference'"; Smith). One problem
with defining difference in terms of an institutional dualism, though, is that
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we must also assume that writing centers share the same difference. For
instance, not all writing centers resemble mine, which has been indelibly
shaped by the segregation between remedial and regular services for students

on an urban, multicultural campus where issues of language difference
themselves provoke conflicts. In the past, our writing center assigned
remedial students to tutoring sessions and attached writing labs to remedial
writing courses, both models which are in widespread use at urban schools.
More recently, the writing center has committed itself to serving students

outside of the subcollegiate curriculum - a shift I argued for - on the
reasoning that students who use the center voluntarily throughout their
college careers will benefit more than they do when they receive tutoring
during one or two semesters of their college experience, which associates
tutors with test failure and remediation. One central purpose of the
classroom project, then, is to popularize the writing center's services on a
campus whose culture is urban - dynamic, fragmented, and diverse - so that

classroom tutors also function as "gateways" to the writing center. In
hybridizing the tutor's traditional role, we have not altered the writing
center's basic mission, which remains consonant with the goals outlined in
various statements of the writing center's purposes on college or university
campuses. But it is important to see how the idea of a writing center couldn't
be singular because institutions are themselves so diverse; in this case, the idea
of a writing center as that is referred to in the literature appears to reflect the

mission of residential campuses serving fairly homogeneous populations.
Although not without its conflicts, this experimental program has
enabled us to begin a dialogue among different groups that often proceeds
separately rather than in the same place. From that dialogue we can further
cultivate the art of translation across institutional boundaries that Kenneth
Bruffee believes tutors are ideally situated to practice. From this perspective,

the writing center is positioned to act as a translator across conflicted
boundaries in the university. In making such translations - and in making
them artful - we will also be raising issues of institutional autonomy and
identity that can't be easily resolved. But by destabilizing ordinary lines, we
might begin to see different, and more powerful, ways of institutionalizing
the teaching and tutoring of writing, which in turn involves imagining
different ways of collaborating and thinking about the differences in roles. At
the very least, students, tutors, and teachers can discuss practices and issues
from multiple rather than singular perspectives.
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Notes
ll would like to thank Kim Jackson for her help with the research for the

tutoring project.
2See Soven for a recent survey of curriculum-based tutoring programs in

the U.S. For a discussion of individual programs, see Held and Rosenberg,
and Kinkead. Delaney et al., Masiello, Masiello and Hayward, and Smulyan
and Bolton discuss faculty-tutor relationships. Clark, Child, and Broder
discuss the relationship between teaching and tutoring writing. For the
ethnographic study of tutoring in adjunct writing programs, see Nelson, and
DiPardo.
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